
Where the action is.
The new ZArgeS K 424 XC.



 24 crew members.
 5 cameras. 
 1 box with star quality.



For you, the superlative is the norm. Do you go the furthest, 
build the highest, dig the deepest, and always give your 
best? That’s why the new ZARGES K 424 XC was designed 
for you. On the film set and in countless other locations, it 
demonstrates its star qualities every day. Discover its 
almost unlimited mobility, exceptional equipment, uncom-
promising protection and unbelievably low weight. We 
proudly present ... the K 424 XC: your indispensable com-
panion in the adventure of life.





 1,753 nails.
 986 screws.
 1 box that gives you all.

As a long-standing partner of and supplier to the 
trades, we know the widely varying and specific 
requirements of specialists in the construction 
industry. And all this know-how and our experience 
with the material aluminium has gone into the 
development of the ZARGES K 424 XC: That's why 
it's in its element surrounded by concrete mixers 
and crawler excavators. Tough, stable and almost 
indestructible, it protects your valuable tools every 
day, while its individual interior fittings make sure 
everything is kept in order. With various wheel 
options it can handle any terrain, making transpor-
tation child's play. Due to its low weight you can  
easily take it from the cellar to the roof ridge ... 
again ... and again ... and again. And, because 
there's more to life than just work, it's also an indis-
pensable companion for your leisure activities.



When the going gets tough and the air gets thinner, one box is 
ahead of the field: the new ZARGES K 424 XC. After all, this mobile, 
lightweight aluminium box is continuing a long-standing tradition. 
Since the 1950s, cases and boxes from ZARGES have been the 
containers of choice for researchers, explorers and extreme ath-
letes, because they know their equipment will still be in perfect 
condition when they reach the peak of that mountain, on the high 
seas or after crossing the desert. Wherever life may take you, this 
box on wheels will go with you – and it still cuts a pretty good fig-
ure, even at the ends of the earth. It's never been so easy to find 
the perfect travelling companion.

 4,235 metres above sea level.
 8 degrees below zero.
 1 box above them all.



Source: Third Pole



When you're involved in large-scale projects, you need to know 
you can rely on absolute professionalism, in every area and 
right down to the smallest detail. ZARGES products and solu-
tions meet these exacting requirements. They are the market 
leaders in the industrial sector – and rightly so. And the 
ZARGES K 424 XC is further evidence of our uncompromising 
stance when it comes to quality and innovation. On major con-
struction sites, in aviation and on overseas assignments – 
your valuable goods will remain reliably protected, even 
under the toughest conditions. Profit from this perfect combi-
nation of purism, ergonomic design, functionality and low 
weight. Here, at last, is a mobile companion that is every bit 
as professional as you are.

 218 tons of ore.
 156 tons of steel.
 1 box made of aluminium.





 11 friends.
 34 match days.
 1 box that's ready for promotion.

Poor form, injuries, suspensions – there are many unpredict-
able factors on your way to the top. But there is one reliable 
constant: the new ZARGES K 424 XC. It combines all the quali-
ties you could hope for in a member of your team. It is agile, 
manoeuvrable, always ready to pick up the ball and a good 
runner, whatever the ground conditions. And it's so tough that 
you can practically rule out the risk of injury. At home or away, 
on the team bus or a plane, the ZARGES K 424 XC will keep 
your equipment safe and in perfect condition, wherever you 
are. So this season, why not go for the cup? This box will cer-
tainly bring it back home safely for you!





 3,500 hours of development.
 68 times in pole position.
 1 box on the winner's podium.



If you're looking for an easy way to transport, pack and store  
valuable or sensitive objects, you can either go on racking your 
brains ... or get the new ZARGES K 424 XC. With its individual range 
of equipment and well thought-out accessories, it offers optimum 
and reliable protection for highly sensitive devices in the field of 
research and development. When you need precision right down to 
the hundredth of a second, the ZARGES box offers record timing. 
And because it's not only inner values that count in life, its puristic 
and ergonomic design will convince even the most dyed-in-the-
wool aesthetes.



 365 days on standby.
 100 percent performance.
 1 box for extreme situations.

Some situations require peak performance from people 
and equipment. You've practised and perfected every 
move. You've tested every piece of equipment and 
stowed it away ready for action. In situations like these, 
the ZARGES K 424 XC is a reliable helper. There are good 
reasons why fire brigades, emergency services and 
numerous aid organisations have been using ZARGES 
boxes for almost 70 years. And it is this first-hand expe-
rience that is reflected in the design of the ZARGES 
K 424 XC. With even more stability, ergonomic design 
and durability, it is ideally prepared to face the toughest 
challenges. Just like you.





 453 flying hours.
 7 hours of A-checks.
 1 box in use on the move.

The requirements placed on a mobile box vary as widely as those of the people 
who use them. So how does the ZARGES K 424 XC manage to meet all these 
needs? How does it fit the requirements of industry, trades, film and photo-
graphy sector, leisure industry, relief organisations and fire services in equal 
measure? 
The answer is simple. It is reduced to the essentials: optimum protection, the 
highest level of mobility, minimum weight. That may sound unspectacular at 
first, but anyone who has had to put up with other solutions for years, and on a 
daily basis, knows exactly what we mean. It's time to make your voice heard.
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The ZArgeS K 424 XC: 
Facts and figures.
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Order No. 41813 with 2-part  
pull-out handle with optional 
wheel set ∅125 mm  
Order No. 41818

Order No. 41813 with optional 
off-road set – ∅ 220 mm 
Order No. 41832

Order No. 41815 with optional 
off-road set ∅ 220 mm, 2 spring 
drop handles on the end face

Order No. 41811 with 3-part 
pull-out handle with optional 
wheel set ∅ 125 mm  
Order No. 41818

Order No. 41811 with 3-part 
pull-out handle and wheels  
∅ 50 mm as standard

Sizes and dimensions.
Choice of 6 models in standard sizes.  
Their capacity ranges from 28 to 195 l.

Lid holding straps
Increased stability

Base foam insert 
as standard
removable, made from 
abrasion-resistant Pe foam

Interior fittings
Wide range for versatility 
and flexibility

Telescopic handle

Integrated pull-out handle 
for increased mobility

ZARGES 
Comfort fastener
extremely long service life, 
equipped with plug locks

Stacking corners
Shock-resistant plastic and integrated 
stacking elements to ensure stackability

ZARGES 
Comfort sprung drop handle
ergonomically shaped and  
extremely durable

Made of aluminium
Despite the low weight, high load-
bearing capacity of up to 50 kg

Peripheral beads 
and corner beads
For additional dimensional  
stability

Stacking elements
For optimum stackability

Optional wheel set ∅ 125 mm
extra-large additional wheels for 
increased ground clearance

Wheels ∅ 50 mm as standard
Optimum mobility due to special wheels 
made from polyurethane and polyamide

Off-road set ∅ 220 mm 
with support
All-terrain wheels for unlimited  
mobility on all surfaces

Optional support
Folds out, included 
in the off-road set

A box full of ideas:

Inside dimensions
L × W × H, approx. mm

Outside dimensions 
L × W × H, approx. mm

Volume 
l

Weight 
kg

Pull  
handle

Max. total 
weight kg

Order  
No.

516 × 350 × 159 550 × 400 × 233 28 6.3 3-part 20.0 41810

550 × 350 × 310 600 × 400 × 385 60 7.3 3-part 20.0 41811

750 × 350 × 380 800 × 400 × 455 99 9.0 2-part 30.0 41812

750 × 450 × 310 800 × 500 × 385 105 9.5 2-part 30.0 41813

750 × 635 × 410 800 × 685 × 485 195 12.0 2-part 30.0 41814

910 × 350 × 380 960 × 400 × 455 120 9.5 2nd sprung drop handle 50.0 41815
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Wheel set ∅ 125 mm – smooth-running set of wheels for uneven surfaces and long distances
 � Set of wheels with solid rubber tyres and plastic rims, non-marking.
 � Increases ground clearance to 50 mm.
 � With high-quality ball bearings and plug-in axles.
 � Can be retrofitted to any K 424 XC without tools and at the touch of a button.
 � Includes storage bag made from hard-wearing nylon fabric.
 � Bag can be fixed in position.

Off-road set ∅ 220 mm – the best option when the going gets tough
 � Mobility even in tough and difficult terrain.
 � High-quality air tyres, ∅ 220 mm.
 � Increases ground clearance to 65 mm.
 �  Supports mounted at the factory allow the case to rest horizontally.
 �  Factory fitted: wheels and axle are mounted at the factory. They can  
be removed as required - no tools necessary.

Customise your K 424 XC with our 
range of well-thought out accesso-
ries for many individual solutions.

Mobility knows no limits. All you need is the right wheels.
The K 424 XC series comes equipped with a set of wheels of ∅ 50 mm. 
Wheel sets of ∅ 125 mm and ∅ 220 mm are available as options.

With a versatile range of equipment, you can make the ZARGES 
K 424 XC your ideal companion, wherever life may take you.

How to quickly turn your K 424 XC into a sturdy companion  
on any terrain:

Wheel set ∅ 125 mm can be fitted and removed in seconds 
without the use of tools:

Slide the wheel on …

Locks at the touch of a button

Insert the axle

Insert steel axles

Support can be unfolded as 
required

… and lock it

NEW

NEW

Fits
cases

Wheel diameter in  
mm

Order  
No.

41812; 41815 220 41819

41813 220 41832

41814 220 41833

Fits
cases

Wheel diameter in  
mm

Order  
No.

all K 424 XC 125 41818
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Inside bag with crosswise dividers – the flexible system with Velcro-fastening dividers
 � Robust, water-repellent inside bag made from polyester.
 �  Completely sealable with all-round zip fastener.
 �  Lateral reinforcement /bracing for easy loading and unloading.
 � Removable, with sturdy carrying handles.
 � Equipped with crosswise dividers that can be fixed in variable positions.

Attaché insert
 �  This practical folder for documents and working utensils is 
made of hard-wearing fabric and is for fitting by the customer.

 � Self-adhesive design.

Toolbag
 �  A portable, detachable storage bag for tools.
 � Made from hard-wearing fabric.

Order ... made to order.
For the ZARGES K 424 XC, we supply a wide range of internal storage aids to suit all requirements. 
In this way, you can not only keep everything in order but also protect your tools, laptop or documents.

Lid bag – attractive lid bags you can fit yourself, made from 
black nylon fabric

 �  Ideal for tablet PCs, cables, small parts  
or documents.

 �  Protects the parts and keeps order inside  
the box.

 � Simple assembly, self-adhesive design.
 � The bag is easily detachable.

The box you can leave to fend for itself anywhere.
The ZARGES K 424 XC has a practical anchoring cable for additional security. It prevents anyone carrying off your  
box from the construction site or taking it from your car, leaving your mind free to concentrate on your job.

NEW

NEWNEW

Fits 
article

Dimensions 
L × W × H, approx. mm

No. of cross-
wise dividers

Order  
No.

Inside bag for 41810 516 × 350 × 159 4 41822

Inside bag for 41811 550 × 350 × 310 4 41823

Inside bag for 41812 750 × 350 × 380 6 41824

Inside bag for 41813 750 × 450 × 310 6 41826

Inside bag for 41814 750 × 635 × 410 6 41827

Inside bag for 41815 910 × 350 × 380 6 41828

Fits cases with inside 
dimensions from mm

Dimensions 
L × W, approx. mm

Order  
No.

550 × 350 430 × 290 40626

Fits cases with inside 
dimensions from mm

Dimensions 
L × W, approx. mm

Order  
No.

550 × 350 430 × 260 40627

Article Fits cases with  
inside dimensions  

from mm

Dimensions 
L × W × H,  

approx. mm

Order  
No.

Lid bag, large 550 × 350 420 × 260 × 40 41820

Lid bag, small 516 × 250 260 × 150 × 40 41821

Anchoring cable

 � For quick and effective securing of your box.
 �  Can only be removed after opening the lid of the box.
 �  Plastic-sheathed stainless steel cable, length 1.20 metres.
 � Including mounting at the factory.

Order  
No.

375891
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Pick 'n Pluck foam
 �  Pre-cut flexible-foam inserts made from open-cell  
PU foam.

 �  The fast and simple solution for individual items  
or small batches.

 � Shape can be changed without tools.
 �  Two sheet thicknesses in the set, lid insert nubbly foam 
30 mm,base foam 10 mm.

 � Lid insert in self-adhesive design.

Foam lining
 � Universal protection for sensitive objects.
 � Durable, abrasion-resistant lining made from PE foam.
 �  Base and wall sections made from Plastazote LD 45 
(specific gravity 45 kg/m³, thickness 11 mm).

 � Lid foam made from PU nubbly foam.
 � Including base foam.

Protection begins with the selection of the right lining.
Protect your valuable items with the right foam. We offer a wide selection of materials, thicknesses and options.

Enjoy our personal service and profit from our long-standing experience 
with custom-made inserts for optimum protection of your equipment.

 �  Our design engineers manufacture your inserts in accordance with 
your photos, drawings, 3D-data or original parts.

 �  Maximum protection and functionality through selection of the 
optimum materials for your transport requirements.

 �  Precisely calculated to ensure maximum protection using the 
minimum of raw material.

 �  The use of high-quality materials allows exact calculation of the 
protective effect prior to production.

 � Wide range of suitable materials.
 � Available in antistatic and dissipative versions.
 � Free choice of colours.

Detachable inserts…Inserts in multiple colours  
for a clearer overview.

Foam inserts that fit perfectly

Use of 3D data facilitates  
the design project

TEILELISTE
MATERIALBAUTEILNUMMERANZAHLOBJEKT

NA 36 anthrazitFunke Messger t e Boden 1 V111
NA 36 anthrazitFunke Messger t e Boden 2 V112
NA 36 blauFunke Messeger t e Boden 3 V113
NA 36 anthrazitFunke Messeger t e Tray 1 V114
NA 36 blauFunke Messeger t e Tray 2 V115
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Individual design

NEW

NEW

for easy access…  on all levels.

Foam lining & inserts made  
from top-quality materials.

The ZARGES K 424 XC is used in many different fields. To ensure that 
we meet the wide ranging needs and requirements of our customers, 
ZARGES offers a comprehensive range of pre-formed or custom-made 
foam inserts.

Individual foam inserts –
Hi-tech equipment for the most exacting requirements.

Fits article Inside dimensions 
L × W × H, approx. mm

Order  
No.

41810 516 × 350 × 159 43889

41811 550 × 350 × 310 43864

41812 750 × 350 × 380 43891

41813 750 × 450 × 310 43892

41814 750 × 635 × 410 43893

41815 910 × 350 × 380 43890

Fits article Inside dimensions 
L × W × H, approx. mm

Order  
No.

41810 516 × 350 × 159 43848

41811 550 × 350 × 310 43854

41812 750 × 350 × 380 43850

41813 750 × 450 × 310 43851

41814 750 × 635 × 410 43852

41815 910 × 350 × 380 43853
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Take weight out?

ZArgeS K 424 XC 
full equipment packages.

A smart purchase – the most practical variants of a K 424 XC rolled into one.
ZARGES offers the two most popular sizes of the K 424 XC with a comprehensive range of equipment.The combination of lid bag, inside 
bag and the practical wheel set ∅ 125 mm makes the box a universally adjustable companion. And with the K 424 XC full equipment 
packages, you save 15 % compared with the price of the comparable individual components.

K 424 XC Order No. 41811 with full equipment package

Equipment package 2:
Comprises the K 424 XC Order No. 41812, lid bag 
Order No. 41820, inside bag Order No. 41824 
and wheel set ∅ 125 mm Order No. 41818

K 424 XC Order No. 41812 with full equipment package

 Equipment package 1:
Comprises the K 424 XC Order No. 41811, lid bag 
Order No. 41820, inside bag Order No. 41823 
and wheel set ∅ 125 mm Order No. 41818

Inside dimensions
L × W × H, approx. mm

Volume 
l

Weight 
approx. kg

Max. total weight  
kg

Order  
No.

550 × 350 × 310 60 8.7 20.0 41816

Inside dimensions
L × W × H, approx. mm

Volume 
l

Weight 
approx. kg

Max. total weight  
kg

Order  
No.

750 × 350 × 380 99 11.2 30.0 41817
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We reserve the right to make technical modifications without notice. All measurements and weights are approximate values. Status: Date of printing. 
Reproduction of this document, in its entirety or in part, is only permissible with the approval of ZARGES GmbH.

ZARGES –
Access.  
Packaging,  
transportation. 
Special construction.

At ZARGES, our focus is on the customer. Innovative products, 
special solutions and comprehensive service, ensure our cus-
tomers can rely on the safety and high performance of our range.
 Find out more at:

www.zarges.com

Further information is available on the Internet or from your specialist dealer:


